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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Between 1910 and 1940 fur trapper Shorty Lovelace developed a shelter system of as
many as thirty-six units in the watershed of the South Fork of the Kings River. With
only one known exception, these sites contained either a small, single-room log cabin
or a shelter developed among natural boulders. As a part of the study preparatory to
this nomination, nine of these sites were successfully located. At least two more sites
believed to have structures escaped discovery.
Shorty's first cabin development was at Crowley Canyon, where he erected two log cabins
about 1912. These cabins, which are in ruins today, were larger tljan most of tlj.e later
cabins Shorty built. They measured ll;5-by 16 feet"and 9 "by "14.75 ' feet,"respectively.
Corrals and 1 pelt-drying racks were also present at Crowley Canyon. The roofs of both
cabins have collapsed and the wall logs are decaying.
Following the development of the Crowley Canyon site, Shorty built cabins and shelters
at other sites. Usually these were small log huts with dirt floors and shake roofs.
These line cabins were seldom more than 5 by 7 feet in size. None was taller than six
feet. Cabins of this type have been located in Kings Canyon National Park at Williams
(Quartz) Meadow, Cloud Canyon, Sphinx Creek, Vidette Meadow, Woods Creek Crossing, Gardiner
Basin and Granite Pass. Only two of these remain sufficiently intact to allow structural
preservationr-JSloud Canyon and Vidette Meadow. -The' other cabins are badly decayed and
collapsing ruins. No rock shelters are known to remain intact. In each of the known
sites the setting retains a high degree of integrity. Because Kings Canyon National
Park has been managed largely as wilderness, all of Shorty's remaining cabins stand in
unblemished natural settings. In most cases the sites are now more natural than they
were during Shorty's time, when grazing of cattle was more common.
The National,Park, Service has not succeeded in obtaining good historic photos of Shorty's
cabins during their period of use, s-p that their historic appearance is problematical.
There, is no,.evidence to suggest, however, that any of the remaining'cabins or cabin
ruins have suffered significant alteration aside from natural deterioration.
The following sites compose the Shorty Lovelace] Historic District:
Williams (Quartz) Meadow: A small log line cabin remains in partly collapsed condition.
Crowley Canyon: The ruins of two log cabins remain. Both are partly collapsed and
decaying.
Cloud Canyon: The site contains a small line cabin in fair condition. It is partly out
of plumb, but the roof remains intact as does the fireplace and chimney. Decay is
minimal. This is one of the two cabins believed to be preservable.
Sphinx Creek: This small cabin has collapsed and is decaying.
Lower Bubbs Greek: Before the 1976 Bubbs Creek fire, the site contained a shelter
developed between several boulders. The shelter consisted of a shake roof between two
stones. Now only the boulders remain.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Shorty Lovelace Historic District contains structures, ruins, 'and sites which' exhibit
local significance in the fields of architecture, exploration/settlement, rand industry.
Joseph Walter ("Shorty") Lovelace, 1886-1963, spent most of his life fur trapping in the
Sierra Nevada. Beginning in 1910 and ending about 1940, when Kings Canyon National Park
was created, Shorty trapped the watershed of the South Fork of the Kings River. As a
necessary adjunct to this trapping, he established a system of small cabims and shelters
which may have numbered as many as thirty-six. Nine sites have been specifically
identified for this nomination. Several others were sought without success.
-
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Eight of the nine sites successfully located contain structures or the ruins of structures. These nine structures (ther.e, were two at Crowley Canyon) were small~ r bne-rbom
log cabins. These cabins are representative of pioneer vernacular construction in
remote settings. They are little changed in design and function from those cabins
erected by Rocky Mountain fur trappers in the 1820 f s. They represent a unique type of
simple shelter particularly adapted to the needs of a winter fur trapper* 'working'in an
alpine setting.
The significance in the field of exploration/settlement results from the fact that
Shorty Lovelace was the first and only Caucasian ever to reside in the upper Kings
Canyon region on a long-term, year-round basis. Since Shorty's departurej this region
of approximately 200 square miles has remained uninhabited except for summer visitors.
The significance in terms of industry results from the cabins' association with fur
trapping, the only industrial process ever to be undertaken successfully in the region
in question with the single exception of grazing. During the nineteenth century, fur
trapping was a major western industry, providing the impetus for the exploration of much
of the West. By fehe early twentieth century, the full-time fur trapper had been
relegated to isolated, back-water regions. Shorty Lovelace was one of these last
remnants of the western fur trade, trapping in the remote reaches of Kings Canyon.
Although the full extent of Shorty's cabin system is not known, sufficient cabins and
identified sites remain to document in rare detail the operative patterns of an alpine
fur trapping circuit. To the knowledge of the author, this is the only such opportunity
present within the national park system.
Only two of the cabins, at Vidette Meadow and Cloud Canyon, retain sufficient structural
integrity to allow preservation. The other seven cabins located for this nomination are
collapsed or partially-collapsed ruins. This form does not envision reconstruction or
preservation of the fabric of the seven ruined cabins, which would require replacement of
most of the historic fabric, but it does encompass preservation of the Vidette Meadow
Cloud Canyon structures.
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William Tweed, Shorty Lovelace, Kings Canyon Eur Trapper, San Francisco:
National Park Service, 1976
Historic Resource File, "Shorty Lovelace," Division of Cultural Resource
Management, Western Regional Office, National Park Service, San Francisco,
California
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Gardiner Basin: This small cabin is leaning badly as a result of decay and snow
movement. Collapse is imminent.
Woods Creek Crossing; This cabin is a bare ruin. It is badly out of plumb and most of
the roof is gone. The fireplace, and chimney stones are completely disorganized. Decay
is extensive.
Granite Pass: This is yet another small log cabin with a collapsed roof. Like most of
the other Shorty cabins it is leaning and decaying badly.
Each of the above sites consists of a square 100 feet on a side, centering around the
structure or structural site, except for Crowley Canyon, where an area 100 yards by
50 yards includes both cabins' ruins.
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Significant values requiring management in this district vary according to site. All
nine sites should be protected from alteration of the natural setting. This protection
should not be interpreted as preventing prescribed or natural burning in the vicinity,
as these are essentially natural processess At the six sites where ruins are extant,
these ruins should be allowed to decay naturally. However, temporary bracing to
prolong decay and collapse is appropriate. At Cloud Canyon and Vidette Meadow, the
existing cabins should be preserved intact or restored, if, necessary historic data can
be obtained* and these two cabins should be protected frojn prescribed burning.
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Woods Creek Crossing ;'
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